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How to Not Set Up an Advice Column  
By Rex Sears 

One fine afternoon, as my fine and delicate self was positioned above the large device that expels heated 
air from its grates, a most swell idea came to pass my alabaster ears: to create an advice column for the 
Lion’s Roar newspaper program at Seattle Lutheran High School. It was perfect in theory, allowing for 
more interactivity with the students of this respectable establishment. However, as the days went on, it 
became all too clear that I had overestimated my own competency in this matter.

The main issue was, as always, overcoming the looming specter of apathy and the defeatist attitude that 
eternally follows me, not unlike a duckling after its mother. In this instance, the duckling was fierce and 
strong, and I turned to sources of either comfort to ease my guilty mind, or pressure, as I attempted to 
focus on my numerous other responsibilities. After countless hours of deliberation, I finally worked up 
the willpower to do the incredibly simple task of making an announcement and setting up a sign and box. 
But regardless, this proved to be in vain, as I found no submissions within. It was only then that I realized 
the issue overseen the whole time: people seemingly just weren’t interested in it.

I intend to keep the submissions box open for the foreseeable future, even if only to serve as a reminder 
of a lesson I had learned long ago and nearly forgotten: “People have their own issues, they don’t have 
time to care about your dumb projects, you self-pitying, attention-obsessed brat.”
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10 Reasons to Be Excited for Spring  
By Urban Clark 

1. Finally exiting the cold, gloomy winter season.

2. Lots more sunshine, with favorable weather to boot.

3. Plants blossoming, making for beautiful-looking outdoor areas.

4. Pleasant breezes accompanying nice temperatures that aren’t too cold or hot.

5. Spring Break (and with it, Easter)

6. Not having to wear heavy clothing

7. Birds come back from their migration to the south

8. More motivation to do things outside since it’s not so cold out

9. Being able to have class outside (possibly)

10. Great season for hiking, exercising, and other outdoor activities.
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Big Maple v. The King: Mariner’s Season 
Opener  
By Tara King Goldman 

Who should the Mariners opening day pitcher be: King Felix, or Big Maple Paxton?

King Felix has got the nod to head to the mound on opening day. However, he has started to become 
prone to injury in the last couple of years, and I am losing faith in him. For starters, he has already taken 
time off during preseason due to an injury, which has limited the amount of conditioning he has been able 
to do this spring training. Furthermore, he has a lot of mileage on his arm, and will also be turning 32 this 
season. By modifying his approach, he could still be very good, as long as he tries not to strike every 
batter out.

The Big Maple is injury prone, too, having never spent a full season healthy, although, we have not seen 
the best of him yet. He does throw up in the high ninety range, which makes it very hard on the batters 
who face him. The Big Maple has a lot going for him, including his age, at 29 years old.

Starting King Felix does acknowledge all that he has done for the organization. Clearly the fans love him, 
and he will certainly have a lot of people cheering him on in King’s Court. The added fanfare of the “K” 
chant will electrify the stadium, and I’m glad that I will be there to chant along with them. Go Mariners!
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